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This book describes a framework to analyze the fire performance for any building – in any location, under any regulatory system, and constructed in any regulatory era.

The book is intended for any individual who wants to understand the fire performance of buildings. The approach allows one to examine the performance of specific components in isolation or to integrate them to describe holistic behavior.

It is anticipated that readers will have varied backgrounds and levels of knowledge in the subject. The book enables a reader to obtain specific information in isolation. For example, an individual may wish to increase their knowledge of fire behavior or the operational details of a specific fire defense. When such background knowledge is already known, the reader may go directly to the analytical techniques. Although a reader may move through specific topics in isolation, the content is structured in a logical progression.

Unit One describes the foundation on which the analytical framework is organized. Theory and practice are based on well-established techniques. Because fire performance in buildings is dynamic, the Interactive Performance Integration (IPI) chart is given special attention. This chart is an essential tool to relate the fire and the phasing in and phasing out of fire defenses and risk characterizations.

Unit Two explains each part of the system of fire and buildings. Fire department operations are of particular interest in building analysis. The procedures are described for fire safety professionals with no experience in fire ground operations. Techniques relate the fire size to the time of water application and to damage estimates at eventual extinguishment.

Modern structural analysis and design for fire conditions is another important part of fire performance in which many fire safety professionals have little knowledge. Chapter 18 describes the evolution of structural requirements while Chapter 19 makes the transition from traditional regulations to modern calculation methods. The information enables a fire safety professional to work with a structural engineer to establish performance understanding of the building’s structural system.

Unit Three identifies the analytical framework for each component and for holistic performance. The organization is based on the framework of Unit One and the component behavior of Unit Two. The IPI chart is an essential tool for ordering the time-related phases of fire and fire defenses.

Fire safety engineering is an evolving discipline. Although some components are now reaching early maturity, others are making a transition from infancy into adolescence. Uncertainty is inherent to all analysis and design. Unit Four describes ways to manage uncertainty and communicate credible knowledge to other individuals who are involved in the built environment.
Harold E. (Bud) Nelson created the foundation of performance analysis and design nearly half a century ago. This book represents the current status of the “Nelson Method.”

The acknowledgements in the first edition identified many of the pioneers who contributed significantly to the maturation of this structure for fire safety performance. Although their names are not repeated in this edition, their contributions should not be forgotten. Nevertheless, the names of Rexford Wilson and Rolf Jensen are again recognized because of their significance to the development of these procedures and to the history of performance based fire safety engineering.

The first edition attempted to describe performance analysis for unique, site-specific buildings. Unfortunately, recognition of the analytical framework was obscured by emphasis of probabilistic performance descriptors that were used to sort out complicated interactions. This second edition emphasizes state-of-the-art deterministic fire science and engineering in performance quantification. The role of the Interactive Performance Information (IPI) chart has been expanded to describe dynamic interactions.

The role and depiction of the framework and quantitative measures have been reorganized in this edition. Techniques for evaluating a building design for fire department extinguishment and analyzing structural performance have been upgraded. Essentially, this second edition is an entirely new book that is based on concepts of the first edition.

One of the important new techniques involves building analysis for fire department suppression. James F. Callery, District Chief (ret) Worcester (MA) Fire Department, Clifford S. Harvey, Assistant Chief (ret), Boulder (CO) Fire Department, Peter V. Mulvihill, Nevada State Fire Marshal, and Matthew T. Braley, District Chief, Worcester (MA) Fire Department have made valuable contributions. Professor Guillermo F. Salazar (WPI) provided support for BIM drawings and construction management procedures.

The state of the art of structural design for fire conditions has progressed significantly in recent years. The fire safety engineer and the structural engineer have interactive roles in understanding structural performance for fire conditions. Professor Leonard D. Albano (WPI) and Roger Wildt, P.E., gave valuable support for the structural engineering documentation.

The Society of Fire Protection Engineers (SFPE) provided important support for this edition. Professor Tahar El Korchi of the WPI FPE Department funded students to test practices, develop numerical examples, draw figures, and format the product. Professor Roberto Pietroforte guided the architectural interface. Professor Robert C. Till (John Jay)
used early drafts of the text to provide useful feedback. We are very grateful for the support of SFPE, WPI, and the following students: Ian Jutras, Drew Martin, Yu Liu, Yecheng Lyu, Young-Geun You, Milad Zabeti Targhi, and Camille Levy.

A book of this type requires an enormous amount of time to organize, discuss, and prepare. We appreciate the tolerance and sacrifice given by our wives, Margaret and Sharon. Their support has been important to the completion of this project.

Robert W. Fitzgerald
Brian J. Meacham
1

Fire Performance and Buildings

1.1 The Dynamics of Building Fire Performance

A building fire is dynamic because hostile fire characteristics change minute by minute. The dynamic fire produces products of combustion that affect the building and its fire defenses. The continually changing building environment influences time relationships for risk characterizations involving occupants and building functions. These actions occur in a variety of sequences and ways for different buildings.

During a fire, some components complete their roles and become inactive before other components become operational. Additionally, actions of some parts of the system depend on the status and sequential phasing of other components. Performance evaluations analyze interactions that combine time-dependent changes in the fire, building fire defenses, and people.

The goal of this book is to organize the complicated process into an analytical framework with which an engineer can evaluate fire performance. A performance evaluation enables one to understand specific component behavior as a part of holistic building performance.

*Time* is the common factor that links all of the important events.

1.2 The Anatomy of Building Fire Safety

Figure 1.1 shows the major parts of the complete system of fire performance for buildings. Initially, the system is organized into three major groups:

1) The *composite fire* combines a diagnostic fire and the active extinguishment actions provided by local fire department manual extinguishment and automatic sprinkler suppression, if present.

2) The *building response* is based on the flame-heat and smoke-gas products of combustion produced by the composite fire and their movement through the building. The process continues from ignition to extinguishment.

3) The *risk characterizations* for exposed people, property, and functions are based on the building’s response.

Figure 1.1 is a static representation of the major parts. At each minute into the fire, the status of each part changes.
The analytical framework decomposes each part into components that can be evaluated separately. The components are recombined to incorporate the influences of time, fire conditions, and other components within the system. This allows each component to be evaluated as an independent unit and the effects combined to describe holistic performance.

1.3 Analysis and Design

Analysis and design are two sides of the same coin. In its most basic form, all design involves trial and error. For example, a design process starts by gathering information about a building’s function, the design objectives, hazards to which the building will be subjected, the dimensional, material, economic and site constraints, and regulatory expectations. An initial trial design is formulated and then analyzed to evaluate the extent to which function, economics, and safety are acceptable. The design is then updated by changing parts of the trial design that did not perform in an acceptable manner. The iterative process of design–analyze–redesign continues until an updated design produces acceptable conditions for function, safety, and economy.

This book does not address building design, nor does it use any specific code or design standard. Rather, it describes how to analyze a building for a hostile fire. The results of the fire analysis provide a basis to characterize risk for people, property, and function. The goal is to describe a way to understand fire performance and risk characterizations for any existing building or proposed new building design. Although the book does not describe conventional procedures to accomplish design objectives, a performance analysis will give an insight into effective ways to achieve stated objectives.